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” Shipley v v. Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Rail- 

road’ Company, 83 F.Supp. 722 (W.D.Pa. 
1949). 

While l hold that in the context of these - 
- facts that P.E. at no time had any affirma- 
tive duty to Direnzi to advise it of other 
utility lines, I nevertheless will make an .° 
alternative holding. If, assuming arguen- . 

- do, P.E. ever acquired such an affirmative -. «+ 
duty that duty was terminated by the con- 

- versations between Direnzi and P.E. The . 

_ Statements of Francis Direnzi as admissions ~~ 

are _permissible to show, not reliance, but. 
“that P.E.’s alleged affirmative duty would 

S, have been terminated after the representa- 

_,, tive spoke with Francis Direnzi. 

or ° “eo 

"disclosing what remains to. be done. 
* Prosser,, supra, § 56., : foe mee 

.Pirocchi' v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co, 
“supra at 281. After Direnzi spoke with the 3 
PE. representative there was no expecta- 

tion that P.E. would tell Direnzi about any | 
* other utility lines which may have been in . " ms Ww oe 

- constitute an “unwarranted invasion of per- ~ 
*“< gonal privacy,” 

CITY ‘OF ‘sada 

«. [8]: Direnzi’s. case is perhaps a 2 'scintilla’ 
* stronger against the City and, at any rate, —- 

| it contains sufficient inferences to at this :: 
~ stage escape the death warrant of a sum- States attorney’s office and, as to certain 

: mary judgment. _ See also Piroechi v. Liber-"*: 

“aty, Mutual Insurance Co., supra. The City’ 
“| did provide a card which gave the names 

delphia Transportation Co., Bell Telephone © 
Co. and. the City of Philadelphia Water - absolutely necessary to satisfy pu of 

exemption for investigatory records com- - ... 

: piled for law enforcement purposes. * 

:. Dept...Answer of: Direnzi to. Motion for — 

. .Summary Judgment of Philadelphia Elec- 

_ .trie Company, Exhibit:“A”. . Under the 

‘facts presented, it is impossible to say that 
:as a matter of law the Gity did not assume 

. an affirmative duty. : bee Sts 

“"" The denial of the City’s’ motion for sum i. 
% mary judgment is without prejudice to the’ 

. trial judge reconsidering this matter at the 

” time of trial. 

[T]he duty may be terminated 
~ when circumstances permit by giving no- 

:itice of the intention to. terminate and . 

“Nat TARNOPOL et al, Plaintiffs," 
elt oo coi, Ve roy tos 

‘ PEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA- 

TION et al., Defendants. 

Civ, A. No. 76-1742, 

” United States District Court, 

_ District of Columbia. 

ty  Septs 80, 1977... - 

* In a Freedom of Information Act case, 
:on cross motions for summary judgment, 
‘the District Court, Charles R. Richey, J., 
_held that: (1) in absence of showing some 

. public or private interest other than plain- - - 
tiffs’ own personal curiosity which would be ~ 
served by release of information in ques- ro 

- tion, release of certain information by the 
- Federal Bureau of Investigation would con- ~ 

‘ stitute an “unwarranted invasion of person- ~ -_ 
al privacy” within an exemption provision ° . - 
of the Act; (2) in absence of any such 

‘the Internal Revenue Service would also | 

,and (8) the government 

"index and justification in FOIA cases where 
‘such disclosure would itself undermine poli- 

‘cies served by exemption, but the United 

“documents, -the Internal Revenue Service 

“would be required to submit for in camera 

‘inspection detailed index and corresponding - 

“and. numbers ‘of the Philadelphia Electric -; Justification so that the court might deter- 
: ‘Company Philadelphia. Gas Works, Phila- mine entitlement to exemption; defendants ; 

:- would be required to demonstrate that they ~ 
‘were not seeking. to withhold more than: ”.~- 

Plaintiffs’ motions denied in part; de- - 
., fendants’ motions granted in part and de- . 
ae in part. . vo 

L Records’ eit oP 

«=: In determining — whether release of any 

. withheld document would constitute unwar- / 

x   
showing, release of certain information by ™-
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:« 4ranted invasion of personal privacy, within 
‘meaning of Freedom of Information Act, 

- court must consider and balance both public 
and private interests in diselosure as com- 
* pared with : nondiselosure.: 6315 US. C.A. 

- § 552(bX(7)(C).~ ALE Be, wi 

2. Records eh. mo oe 

In absence of showing some public or 

2 ‘private interest other than plaintiffs’ own 
personal curiosity which would be served by “tae Iewin Mininberg, Wash *. 

>. shington, , 
. D. C., for plaintiffs.""- : 

- release of information inf question, release 
‘of information by Federal Bureau of Inves- 

- tigation as to names of subjects of investi- - 
gative reports or other parties discussed in. 

~ reports other than plaintiffs and identifying 

~ tute “unwarranted invasion of personal pri- 
_:vacy”. within exemption provision of Free- 
_dom ‘of Information - Act... 5 USCA. 
SBALKTC). ET : 
> See publication Words and Phrases ~ 
‘for other judicial- constructions and ° 

' definitions. me : : 

3. Records 14 © 

“ ‘In absence of any showing that any 
* public. or private interest other than plain- 
. tiffs’ own personal “curiosity would be~ 

erved’ ‘by release of information in ques-— 

dentities of ‘or ‘identifying information 

~ enue Service who were subject of investiga- 
“tion, identifying. information about persons 

' who associated ‘with’ them and identities of 
“eight unrelated taxpayers would constitute 
-“unwarranted invasion of personal privacy” 

: information Act. - 5 U. 8. G. AL § 552(bYX7(C). 

4, Records e>14 : 
 * Government should not be required to 

:, disclose detailed index and justification in 
“Freedom of Information Act cases where 

such disclosure would itself undermine poli- 

. ies served by exemption, but defendants 

. would be required to submit for in camera 
--inspection detailed index and corresponding 
justification so that court, might determine 

entitlement to exemption; 

were not seeking: to withhold more than - 
absolutely necessary to satisfy purposes of .- 
exemption for investigatory: records com-' 
piled for law enforcement purposes. '5 Uv. S. : 

| OA § BBEDYTIA). 

Michael B. Pollack, New York City, S.'G.. 

“Earl J. Silbert, U.S.” Atty., Robert N 
-Ford, David R. Schlee, Asst.’ US. Att, 

- Washington, DC. for, defendants. = 
_information concerning such subjects and ? & 
: parties, names of agents responsible for :... 3 
: preparing reports and name of individual | _ 
who furnished FBI with information from ~ 

_ records of telephone company would consti- 

“MEMORANDUM 

“CHARLES R. RICHEY, District Judge. “ 
" This case is presently. before the Court on- 

- cross-motions for summary judgment. Pur-”. 
suant to the Freedom of Information Act- - 

_ [FOIA], 5 U.S.C. § 552, plaintiffs seek from - 
: the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the - 

“~: Internal Revenue Service, and the Depart- 
‘ we ~ment of Justice certain documents that per-_ 

os - tain to or make reference to the plaintiffs. 
The documents sought from ‘the Depart- : 
ment of Justice are in the possession of the 

’ Offices of the United States’ Attorneys for - . 
the District of New Jersey and for the 

_ Southern District of New York.- Plaintiffs- 
ion, release’ of “information” concerning’: have. exhausted their administrative reme- 

bout particular employees of Internal Rev-' . 
“Three categories of documents : are now in 

‘dispute: (1) two FBI documents, which - ” 

were provided to plaintiffs with certain por- 
- tions withheld pursuant to exemptions 7(C) - 
‘and §=7(D) of “ the< 

T D); (2) : , within exemption provision of Freedom of .... 88 SS2BYTAC) & (D); (2) one report of the | 

-FOIA, 5° USC. 

IRS Inspection Division, which was recently 
released to the plaintiffs with certain por-'’ 
tions withheld pursuant to exemptions 3, . 

1(C), and_7(D), 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(bX{3), (TO), 
'& (7D); and (8) the documents in the. 

United States Attorneys’ Offices and the 
remaining IRS documents, all of which 

have been withheld in their entirety pursu- 

ant to exemption” 7A), 5 U.S.C. 

-§ 552(b)(7(A): For the reasons hereinafter ~ 
stated, the Court will grant defendants’ mo- ve 

-   

» defendants © ?=:-if 
would be required to demonstrate that they ~
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‘ion for summary judgment with respect to. 
the FBI and IRS Inspection Division docu-" 
ments, but will deny both parties’ motions 
for summary judgment with respect to the 

documents in the United States Attorneys’ 
Offices and the remaining IRS documents. 

A... All Portions of the FBI and IRS In- 
,, Spection Division Documents Not Re- 

th, leased to Plaintiffs Were Properly | 
s Withheld | Pursuant . to . Exemption 

‘As noted “above. the FBI has: invoked 
_exemptions 7(C) and 7(D) as the basis for’ 

withholding. certain- portions of the docu- ° 
ments from the plaintiffs, and the IRS has. . 

invoked exemptions 3, 7(C), and 7(D) as the _ 
- basis for withholding certain portions of the 
_ Inspection Division Report sought by plain- - 

.With respect to these withheld por- © tiffs. 
_ tions, both the FBI and IRS have submitted -- 
affidavits in conformance with the require- 
ments in this circuit, as established by - 

_ Vaughn v. Rosen, 151 U.S.App.D.C. 340, 484 Ps 
F.2d 820 (1978), Phillippi v. CIA, 178 US. ~ 

“App.D.C. 248, 546 F.2d 1009 (1976), and 
other similar cases.” The Court has careful- 

‘ly considered these affidavits, as well as the. 
arguments of counsel. The Court concludes 

-that no material facts are in dispute with 

: respect to these withheld portions, and that 

‘defendants are entitled to summary judg- 
_ ment asa matter of law: with respect | to - 
“these documents. 

7 Exemption HC) of the FOIA permits ‘the. 
“withholding of “investigatory records com-* 
“piled for law enforcement purposes, . . 
“to the extent that the production of auch - 
records would . (C) constitute an 

. “unwarranted i invasion ‘of ‘personal privacy.” 
- Defendants assert: that the FBI and IRS 
* Inspection Division documents here in issue | 

: are “investigatory records compiled for law 
enforcement purposes.” . Plaintiffs have 

: not, nor could they in good faith, dispute 
this characterization of these documents. 
Thus, the sole question before the Court 

_with respect to defendants’ invocation of — 

exemption 7(C) is whether release of the 
< documents in issue would “constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” 

[4] In determining whether the release 

of any withheld document would “consti-.. Le 

tute an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy,” a court must consider and balance 

both the public and the private interests in. 
disclosure as compared with nondisclosure. _ 
See Deering Milliken, Inc. v. Irving, 548 

F.2d 1131, 1136 (4th Cir. 1977); Tax Reform. .° ... 
-Research Group v. IRS, 419 F.Supp..415 >: ; 
(D.D.C.1976); Luzaich v. United States, 435 

F.Supp. 31 (D.Minn.1977).. Cf. Department _ 

_.of Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 372-78, - 

:96 S.Ct. 1592, 48 L.Ed2d 11 (1976). This 
_ requires the Court to assess the severity of 
the invasion of privacy that release of the 

Withheld portions would: cause and the pub-._: One 
lic interest-in disclosure of the withheld. -.- 

information. With this framework in mind, .”. 
the Court turns to consideration of the par-.* 
ticular portions of the FBI and IRS Inspec. - 

tion Division Documents now. vein with- 
held pursuant to exemption WO. - 

:(l) The FBI Documents a ee o 
[2] The affidavit of Special Agent aL oe 

bert E. Hines provides a detailed explana- . - 

- tion of and justification for the FBI’s deci- 

‘sion to withhold certain portions of the, 

- documents sought by plaintiffs. These doc- - 
-uments have been identified by the FBI as. . 

investigative reports focusing on individuals - 
other than the plaintiffs.. The portions of © 

‘the documents. not released. to plaintiffs * 

‘contain: the names of the subjects of the — - 

_ Gnvestigative reports or other parties dis- 

-- cussed in the reports (other than the plain-: 
; ' tiffs) and identifying information concern-.- - 

‘ing such subjects and parties; the names of - - 

the: agents responsible for preparing the -- 
_-yeports; and the name of the individual 

who furnished the FBI with information ~~ 
from the records of the New York Tele- . - 

“phone Company. _ alta, 

* There can be no doubt that the release Sof pe 
the withheld portions of the two FBI inves- - 

: tigative reports here in issue would result _ 

in an invasion of the privacy of the parties - 
referred to therein.. Public disclosure of 

" the fact that certain persons have been the 
subject of FBI investigation, or that other 

persons have associated with the subject(s)  
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£0f such investigations, would likely cause . 
such persons embarrassment and perhaps 
“-even lead to their harassment. — Similarly, 

' identification of the agents who partici- 
’ pated in the preparation of: such investiga- 

‘tive reports and of the individual who fur- 

: - “nished the FBI with telephone information: 
‘ “may cause ‘such individuals to be harassed: 

f Against this privacy invasion must be 
: ‘weighed the public interest in the disclosure 

of such information. Plaintiffs have identi- 
fi ed no particular interests other than their - 

* own personal curiosity that would be ‘served 

s by the release of such-information, and the. 

-* Court has been unable.on its own to identi-. 
“fy any substantial interests, either public or 

documents here in issue. ° Accordingly, the 

“*Court holds that defendants have sustained 

privacy,” and the Court will therefore grant 
defendants’ motion for summary judgment : : 
with respect ‘to these documents. Boa eds 

2 (2) The IRS: Inspection ‘Division ‘Report 

[3] “While the ‘affidavit of Assistant . Lees 
« Commissioner ‘Warren .A. Bates, which ac- 

:":- -eompanied the release of the IRS Inspection 
_2Division report sought, by plaintiffs, is not 

“as detailed as that provided by the FBI, it 
-ecertainly suffices to permit. the Court to 
‘-determine the appropriateness of defend- 
ants’ invocation of the claimed FOIA. ex- 
emptions.: The Inspection Division report . 

“2sought by plaintiff has been identified as a 
_-record compiled by the IRS in its investiga- 

-tion of possible corruption concerning cer- 
., tain IRS employees in the Manhattan Dis-. 

~“triet. - The portions of the report not re- 
“: leased to plaintiffs contain the following 

“ information: the identities of or identifying 
information about the particular Service 

1. In light of the Court’s conclusion that the FBI 
: properly invoked exemption 7(C) in withhold- 

_ing the contested portions of the documents 

.. here in issue, the Court has no occasion to 
* address defendant’s simultaneous invocation of © 

3 ; exemption 7(D) as to certain withheld portions. 

“plaintiffs. 

“ings.” 

employees who were the subject of the in - 
vestigation; ‘identifying information about ~ 

"persons who associated with these employ- -- 
ees; and the identities of eight unrelated - 
taxpayers. ee, Cope ee 

" For the same reasons that the Court sus-” - 
‘tained the FBI’s invocation of exemption °- 
1(C), the Court will sustain the IRS’ invoca- 

‘tion of this exemption in connection with - 
the Inspection Division report sought by 

“tation. . Accordingly, the Court will also 
grant defendants’ motion. for summary . 
judgment with respect to- ‘the  Teport © of the . 

: IRS Inspection Division? Boers 
their burden of proving that the disclosure = ar 
of these withheld portions would “consti- a 
tute an unwarranted invasion of personal .:. 

-: 

: BL The Appropriateness of Defendants’ 
-.. \, Invoeation of Exemption 7(A) as the 

“_ Basis for Withholding the Documents. 
in the United States Attorneys’ Of- 

: * fices and the Remaining IRS Docu- 
Te menis Cannot be Determined Until . 

the Defendants Submit for In Cam- ‘ 

era Inspection Detailed ’ Affidavits. 

"As the basis for withholding the docu- - - 
Ients in the United States Attorneys’ Of- - 

. fices for the District of New Jersey and for °- 

_. the Southern District of New York and the 

remaining IRS decuments, defendants have 

invoked exemption 7(A). Exemption 7(A) 
exempts from disclosure under the FOIA 

» investigatory récords compiled for law en- 

forcement purposes . . . 
. that the production of such records would 

to the extent | 

(A) interfere with enforcement proceed-— 

tiffs would interfere with pending and pro- 

; spective criminal and civil enforcement pro- 

2. Again, since the Court concludes that the IRS 

. properly invoked exemption 7(C) in withhold- . 

ing the contested portions of the Inspection 

-Division report, the Court has no occasion to 

consider defendants’ simultaneous invocation - 

of exemptions 3 and 7(D) as to certain withheld 

portions, |, 

Defendants maintain that the’ re-- 

lease of the documents sought by the plain-_ 

Defendants have sustained their. ~_. 
burden of proving that the release of the - 

: withheld information would likely cause an 
. invasion of personal privacy, and there is- 
-neither a substantial public nor private in- . 

. Te ubiC OF - terest in the release of the withheld infor- - 
private, that would be served by the disclo- » 

-“sure of the withheld portions of the FBI 
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: ceedings against plaintiff Tarnopol by dis- 
- Closing to him “the evidence which has been . 
assembled against him, as well as that evi- 

s, dence which the Government has been un- 
. able to uncover [and] would reveal the pre- 

cise direction and scope of the prosecution.” 
' (Defendants’ Statement of Material Facts, 
~ 79 (July 1, 1977)). « 

- Heretofore, the defendants have not - sub- 
mitted a detailed index of the -withheld, 

, documents or a detailed justification corre- - 
,Sponding thereto for the withholding. De- . 

endants admit that in the run-of-the-mill .. 
. FOIA case, such an index and justification - 
hould ordinarily be prepared and provided - 

_to the plaintiff and the court. See Phillippi 
iv. CIA, 178 U.S.App.D.C. 248, 546 F.2d 1009 
. (1976); Vaughn v. Rosen,.157 U.S.App.D.C. 

_ 340, 484 F.2d 820 (1978). They argue, how- - 
ever, that the instant case is exceptional in -- 

«that the release of the. index sought by 
*, plaintiffs would itself interfere with the . 
* Government’s enforcement proceedings by © 
‘providing plaintiffs with the very informa- 

" tion that defendants a: assert is exempt under 
. the FOIA. 

[4] Neither of. the parties herein. 1 has 
. . provided the Court with persuasive authori- 

- ties to support their countervailing posi- - 
. tions. . The Court has in its own research, 
however, discovered a recent decision by 

. Judge Decker of the Northern District of 
"Illinois, Kanter v. IRS, 483 F. Supp. 812, 820 
(N.D.11L.1977), which appears to be on point - 

“with regard to defendants’ exemption 7(A) - 
“argument herein. In that case, Judge 

: Decker agreed with the Government that . 

‘* g detailed index would be a cure as peril- 
~ ous as the disease. _ Such an index would 

- enable the astute defendants in the crimi- 
-- ‘nal case to divine with great accuracy the 

oe identity and nature of the information i in 
-.. the possession of the prosecution. aaa 
‘Id. at 820. es ‘ 

“2 This Court agrees. fully with Judge Deck- 
“er that the Government should not be re- 
-. quired to disclose a detailed index and justi- 

-; fication in cases such as this where such °° -- 
“disclosure would itself undermine the poli- 

'., eles served by an exemption to the FOIA. 

partment of the Air Force, 566 F.2d 242 at - no 

261 (D.C.Cir. 1977) (“[A]gencies should not 
be forced to provide 

to go beyond the labels which the defend- 

must satisfactorily prove to the Court their . 
“entitlement to the exemption” by demon-. 
strating that. they are “not seeking to with-_. ie 

‘hold more than is absolutely necessary to - 
satisfy the purposes of the exemption.” Id.” 

at 821... - 

- The Court éoiieludes that’ Judge Decker’s 

(A) cases such as the present case is cor- 
rect and appropriate and fully consonant --. 

“with the purposes of the- FOIA, and the . 
Court will therefore follow his lead. Ac-- 

- cordingly, the Court will order defendants _ 
. to submit for in camera inspection within 30 - . - 
days of the date of this Memorandum and ©” 
accompanying. Order a detailed index and 

* corresponding justification for the with- 
holding as -required by the Vaughn and 

©. Phillippi cases, and by Judge Decker’s opin- -- 
~ion in the Kanter case. . The Court will © 
therefore deny the cross-motions for sum- 
_mary judgment insofar as they. pertain to 
the documents withheld under exemption . 

_: (A) without prejudice to renewal of such : 
motions at the time the defendants submit * 
the required affidavits for in camera re-' : 
view... oo, nL o fis. finde 

** An Order i in accordance’ with: the forego-. 
‘ing will be issued of even date ‘herewith. 

. See Mead Data Corp. v. United States De- «:   

a detailed © 
justification that would itself compromise | _ 
‘the secret nature of potentially exempt in- > -~ 
formation.”) This Court also agrees fully . 

‘with Judge. Decker that notwithstanding 
_ the aforestated conclusion, it is not suffi- . .- 

cient for the Government to rely on summa-._. 7 
ry affidavits that do not enable “the court - . wo 

ants seek to apply” to the documents in. 
issue, id. at 821; rather, the defendants  - 

solution to the problem posed by exemption ¢ © 7


